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Abstract 

In the network innovation environment, the knowledge trading between enterprises could 

be divided into traditional pattern (TP) and the E-commerce pattern (ECP). The two both 

have their advantages and disadvantages, so enterprises would face the problem. This paper 

generalizes the operation characteristics and the influence factors of two patterns. The 

mathematical model is used to analyze the selection mechanism of choosing two patterns, and 

the result illustrated that when the agency fee, the risk cost of ECP and the trading potential 

get bigger, the possibility that enterprises choose TP would get bigger, too; and when the 

explicitness of knowledge, cost of searching, trading incentive, the risk cost of TP and the 

reserve cost of ECP increase, the possibility that enterprises choose ECP would increase. 

When the reserve cost of ECP becomes big enough, it would make enterprises be more 

willing to choose hybrid pattern. 

 

Keywords: knowledge trading, online innovation, E-commerce pattern, traditional pattern, 

mathematical model 

 

1. Introduction 

In the production and operation activities of enterprises, we often encounter problems that 

cannot be solved with inner knowledge. If we just depend on the inner power to research 

and develop the knowledge that we need, it may takes huge cost and long time, so 

enterprises always need to acquire knowledge from the outside [1-4]. The knowledge 

trading between enterprises is an important way for enterprises to acquire outside 

knowledge [5-6]. We could divide the knowledge trading into traditional pattern (TP) 

and the E-commerce pattern (ECP) according to the medium of exchange. The ECP 

could decrease the cost of searching and increase the range of knowledge trading [7], 

but enterprises should pay the agency fee. Although enterprises don’t need to pay the 

TP’s agency fee, it has a lack of the third-party monitoring, so it has a risk of free-rider 

[8]. Enterprises need to weigh the cost and the profit to solve the confusion about how 

to choose the fitter pattern, but the way doesn’t have theoretical guidance so far. That 

makes it is necessary to research the knowledge trading between enterprises . 

The existing researches of knowledge trading focus on the trading patterns and the 

influence factors. In the research of trading patterns, there are some scholars who create 

the knowledge trading model under the circumstances of the inner enterprises  [8-9], and 

the enterprises in the supply chain [10], and scholars who create the knowledge trading 

model under the network innovation outsourcing circumstances based on the internet 

and Witkey [11-13]. In the research of influence factors, there are scholars  who raise 
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the type of knowledge [14] and the distance of knowledge [15-16] would influence the 

trade from the perspective of knowledge characteristics, and scholars who raise the risk 

of trading [10-17], the cost of searching [7], agency fee [10] and the willing of 

trading[18] would influence the knowledge trading from the perspective of trading 

environment.  

The researches above talked about many aspects of knowledge trading,  but they still 

had limitations: (1) the researches of trading model generally aimed at the single pattern 

to create the model, but ignored the comparison between two patterns; (2) the 

researches of influence factors just the qualitative analysis,  there are rarely the 

researches of creating the mathematical model to carry on quantitative analysis.  

Aiming at the limitations above, our paper borrows Liu De’s idea of workers’ selection 

behavior of knowledge sharing approach and creates mathematical model to analyze 

enterprises’ selection mechanism of the two knowledge trading patterns [18]. Different from 

the previous researches, this model: (1) we consider two trading patterns’ cost and profit at 

the same time, and dissect the balancing selection mechanism of knowledge trading patterns; 

(2) we bring the influence factors such as cost of searching, agency fee and the risk cost into 

consideration, that makes our paper closer to the reality and more detailed about the process 

of knowledge trading. Our research attempt to make the knowledge trading theory between 

enterprises be deepened and enhanced, and provide reference for the knowledge trading 

decision in the reality and knowledge trading supervision of third-party organization. 

 

2. Background 

In TP, when the enterprises need the outside knowledge, they would ask other 

surrounding enterprises for helping and acquiring knowledge through many forms such 

as visiting and learning. But with the development of network technology, enterprises 

could conduct knowledge trading with more enterprises on the network platform.  The 

enterprises become the demand side of knowledge (demander) when they ask the 

outside world for help; and they would become the supply side of knowledge(supplier) 

when they provide knowledge. So the enterprises could be both demander and supplier 

[10]. 

 

2.1. The Traditional Pattern 

The TP refer to the pattern that the enterprises who are familiar with each other set the 

trading agreement based on the reciprocal, and then carry on the knowledge transfer offline [5, 

19]. The enterprises use different forms such as visiting and learning as the way of trading. 

Both side of trading have to come to an agreement that set both enterprises should keep the 

reciprocal relationship under some conditions.  

The TP of knowledge trading always happens in the enterprises cluster such as supply-

chain, industry cluster and the standard alliance [10]. In the enterprises cluster, the knowledge 

that enterprises own are very similar, and the relationships between enterprises are not the 

competition but also the partnership, so the cluster’s competitiveness would be improved if 

only the single enterprise’s knowledge gets improved. The Toyota’s supply-chain constructs 

the suppliers association and the learning team to strengthen the communication between 

enterprises in the alliance. In the end, they create the reciprocal cooperation atmosphere and 

establish the network of knowledge sharing, so that enterprises could carry on knowledge 

trading directly by the connection of the network.  
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2.2. E-commerce Pattern 

The ECP refer to the pattern that enterprises publish the need of knowledge on the Internet 

and outsource the innovation tasks to other enterprises, besides the deal would be completed 

online. The main bodies of ECP are the task promulgator (demander), the recipient (supplier) 

and the network service providers (the third-party) [20]. The both sides of trading should 

carry on trading as the regulations of the platform. The types of trading include the reward 

type, the bidding type and the sale type. 

The reward type is that the task promulgators publish the innovation task one network 

platform, and the innovators complete the task and deliver achievement. Then the enterprises 

could choose the best achievement and reward the deliverers. The difference between the 

bidding type and the reward type is that the innovators don’t need to make an achievement, 

instead they use the bid document to participate in the bidding. The sale type is that the 

innovators turn their knowledge, skills and wisdom to the knowledge products, then upload 

the products to the knowledge base and sell to enterprises actively. The famous network 

innovation platform MyEncore mainly uses the reward type, the NineSigma is bidding type, 

and InnoCentive are both reward type and bidding type. Nowadays, more and more 

enterprises have started searching for the knowledge that they need on these network 

platforms, and these platforms could provide Witkeys with a place to sell their ideas. 

The two patterns have some similarities in some way, for example, there are trading risks 

in both two patterns. But the difference is that the trading risk of TP is caused by the lack of 

third-party’s monitoring [18], while the risk of ECP is caused by the trading mechanism [21]. 

So both two patterns have their own advantages and disadvantages, enterprises would face the 

dilemma when they have to choose a better pattern. Enterprises should take their own 

characteristics and the outside environment into consideration, and weigh the cost and the 

profit of two patterns, so that they might make better decision. The paper attempts to 

construct a model to analyze the selection problem in order to get the selection mechanism. 

 

3. The Model 

According to the specific situation of TP and ECP, we take the searching cost, 

agency fee and the risk cost into consideration, and then we construct a mathematical 

model. With that, we analyze the interaction of two patterns to research enterprises’ 

selection behavior of knowledge trading pattern. 

 

3.1. The Basic Hypothesis and the Description of Variables 

 

3.1.1. The Both Sides’ Basic Attribute 

Hypothesis 1: We regard the knowledge trading between enterprises as a long-term 

process, and the possibility that two enterprises could keep the trading relationship at every 

beginning of trading is   0 1  . The higher   is, the higher possibility that two 

enterprises could carry on knowledge trading is [18].  

Hypothesis 2: The possibility that the suppliers are willing to carry on trading with their 

knowledge is  0 1p p  , and the possibility that the demander have a demand of 

knowledge that the supplier provide is (0 1)q q  , and both p  and q  reflect the enthusiasm 

that enterprises carry on knowledge trading. Setting the distance of knowledge is 

(0 1)x x  , that refer to the gap between the knowledge that suppliers provide and the 

knowledge that the demanders have already had. Assuming 1q x  , that means the bigger 
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distance of knowledge is, the less possibility that they could carry on knowledge trading is. 

We can give an example that the enterprises who sell clothes have a bigger demand of the 

sales strategy of phone industry, while the demand of kneading skills is smaller. 

 

3.1.2. The Profit of Trading  

Hypothesis 3: Compared with ECP, the TP is completed through the actual contact offline, 

and it is helpful for the demander to absorb the new knowledge, that means the demander will 

acquire knowledge that have small distortion. So we could set the demander gets 1 as profit 

when they trade per unit of knowledge by TP. Because knowledge that traded by ECP is 

coded, so that we can’t define the distortion. Then we set the demander’ profit would be 

(0 1)    when they trade the same per unit of knowledge by ECP.   refers to 

knowledge’s degree of explicitness, when the degree becomes higher, that means the 

demander  can absorb new knowledge more easily, then enterprises could get more profit. 

Hypothesis 4: In the TP, the enterprises obey the reciprocal, so the supplier just lives on 

the return from receivers in the future without any other extra bonus; but in ECP, the supplier 

would receive a disposable sum r  paid when trading is done. 

Table 1. Definition of Variables 

Variables Definition 

The basic attribute  

  
The possibility that enterprises could keep the trading relationship 

after every knowledge trading 
p  The possibility that enterprise become the supplier 
q  The possibility that enterprise become the demander 
x  The distance of knowledge 

The traditional pattern 
e  The sharing cost that the supplier pays for trading  
s  The searching cost that the demander pays for trading 

a
  The supplier’s risk cost 

a
c  The supplier’s reserve cost  

The E-commerce pattern 

  The profit that the demander acquires  

r  The reward that the supplier could get   

f  The coding cost that the supplier pays for trading  

  The agency cost that the demander pays for trading  

b
  The supplier’s risk cost 

b
c  The supplier’s reserve cost 

 

3.1.3. The Trading Cost 

Hypothesis 5: The supplier would have to pay ( 0 )e e  as the trading cost (such as the 

manpower and material resources) when they trade per unit of knowledge by TP, while they 

would pay ( 0 )f f   by ECP. e  and f are both drawn independently from a uniform 

distribution ( )F z  on [ 0 ,1] . According to the real situation, the demander would pay the 
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searching cost when they try to find deals in TP, we set that s . In ECP, searching cost could 

be ignored, but enterprises still should pay for the agency fee, and we set that  . 

Hypothesis 6: There is no one could supervise the trading process. As a result, something 

like the receivers wouldn’t give their knowledge to the supplier for return happens easily [8]. 

Although ECP does have the third-party to supervise the process, something like stealing 

knowledge still happens [20]. So the suppliers in trading have to take the risk in both two 

patterns. We set the risk cost 0
a

   in TP, and 0
b

   in ECP. 

Hypothesis 7: Whether the trading could be carried on mainly depends on the willingness 

of both sides. Only if the expected profit is bigger than cost, would the supplier provide 

knowledge. In TP, the reserve cost is  0
a a

c c  , that means the biggest cost that supplier 

could afford when they provide knowledge. And we assume that 
a

c  is set in order to keep the 

relationship more stable, and it couldn’t be changed once it is set. Meanwhile we assume that 

the supplier’s reserve cost is  0
b b

c c   in ECP. The variables are all in Table 1. 

 

3.2. The Model’s Operation Process 

At the beginning, the enterprises that have a short distance of knowledge set the reserve 

cost of TP 
a

c  based on the reciprocal, and they choose the TP to carry on knowledge trading. 

Then the network service providers would perfect the trading mechanism and set the agency 

fee   to attract enterprises to choose ECP, meanwhile the supplier would set the reserve cost 

of ECP is 
b

c . At last, both sides in the trading would take the real situation, the expected 

profit and the cost into consideration and choose the better pattern. Picture 1 shows the 

model’s operation time sequence.  

 

enterprises set the reserve 

cost of traditional pattern 

  the network service providers 

perfect the trading mechanism 

and set the agency fee 

       the supplier set the 

reserve cost of E-commerce 

pattern  

the demander pay the cost

enterprises choose the better 

patternac
bc

r


 

Figure 1. The odel's Operation Process 

4. Model Analysis 

This paper talks about the reserve cost of TP 
a

c  first, then compares the profit and cost of 

two patterns and analyze the critical conditions of choosing TP, ECP or hybrid pattern. At last 

we consider the distance of knowledge x  and the reserve cost of ECP 
b

c ’s influence on 

choose trading mechanism. 

 

4.1. The Setting of the Reserve Cost of Traditional Pattern 

Assuming in the TP, every single enterprise could choose the reserve cost 
a

c  to make the 

lowest expected profit the highest in TP before the trading begin. The profit that enterprises 
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acquire from knowledge trading includes the profit of this time and the profit of future’s 

trading. The expected profit in any one future trading is 

                   
0

   
   

(1 ) ( ) 1 (1 ) ( ) [ (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ]
a

c

a a a a

d em a n d er
su p p lie r

th e p ro fit o f
th e p ro fit o f

p x F c p x F c s p x F c p x e d e                 (1) 

The first part in (1) refers to the profit that enterprises acquire as the demander, and the 

second part refers to the profit that enterprises acquire as the supplier. When enterprises play 

the supplier roles in this time and pay the highest cost, the total profit that acquired by TP is 

the lowest, and the profit is 

   
0

m in

      

( ) [ (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) ] [ (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ]
1 1

a
c

a a a a a a

th e p ro fit o f fu tu re s tra d in g th is tim e co s t

y c p x F c p x F c s p x F c p x e d e c
 


 



         
 


 (2) 

We set
1

A p






, and call it enterprises’ trading potential of knowledge. It is determined 

by the relationship of knowledge trading between enterprises and the willingness that 

enterprises provide their knowledge [12]. 

We can get the highest ( )
a

y c  when we take derivatives and make the derived function 0. 

Then the 
a

c  is the reserve cost, and that is 

                                               
1

(1 )

(1 )
a a

c s
A x

   


                                                        (3) 

From the formula (3), the reserve cost 
a

c  decreases with risk cost, searching cost and the 

distance of knowledge’s increase, and increases with knowledge’s trading potential’s 

increase. That illustrated that enterprises tend to construct more stable reciprocal relationship 

with the enterprises that have near distance of knowledge, low trading risk, low searching 

cost and strong willingness of trading. 

 

4.2. The Critical Conditions for Enterprises to Choose Traditional Pattern 

The conditions that enterprises could choose TP are: the lowest profit in TP is greater than 

the highest profit in ECP. That means 
m in m ax

( ) ( )
a b

y c y c . When the lowest coding cost f  

is 0 (for example the enterprises give the existing scheme directly to others), enterprises could 

get the highest profit in ECP, and that is 

         
m ax

      

( ) [ (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) ] + [ (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) ]
1 1

b b b b b b

su p p lie r d e m ath e p ro fit o f th e p ro fi n d e rt o f

y c p x F c r p x F c p x F c p x F c
 

  
 

      
 

      (4) 

The first part of (4) is the profit when enterprises play the supplier role, and the second part 

is the profit when enterprise is the demander. Because of 
m in m ax

( ) ( )
a b

y c y c , we can get the 

conditions that 
m in m ax

( ) ( )
a b

y c y c  is 

                                     


1

1
1

(1 ) 2 [ ]
a b b

x

A s c r   

 

     

                                   (5) 

That means when
1

x x , enterprises just choose TP to carry on knowledge trading. For 

example, when
1

0 .6x  , enterprises would carry on knowledge trading with other enterprises 
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that the range of distance of knowledge is 0.6, and 
1

0x   means enterprises wouldn’t just 

choose TP to carry on knowledge trading. So the condition that the situation that enterprises 

just only choose TP exists is 
1

0x  . Set 

                                                        

2

1

1
(1 )

2[ ]

a

b

b

s
A

c
r



  

  


  

                                                   (6) 

That means only if 
1b b

c c ,  exists the situation that enterprises only choose TP. Finally 

we can get the condition that enterprises only choose TP: 
1

x x  and  
1b b

c c . So before 

choosing TP, enterprises should set the appropriate reserve cost of ECP according to distance 

of knowledge between enterprises. 

 

4.3. The Critical Condition that Enterprises Choose E-commerce Pattern 

Comparing the highest profit of TP to the lowest profit of ECP, we can get the critical 

condition that enterprises should only choose ECP is 
m in m ax

( ) ( )
b a

y c y c . Enterprises could 

acquire the highest profit in TP when enterprises are the supplier and the sharing cost is 0. 

That means 

                    
m a x

( ) [ (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) ]
1

a a a a a
y c p x F c p x F c s p x F c





     


          (7) 

Enterprises could acquire the lowest profit in ECP when enterprise is the supplier and pays 

the highest coding cost which is the reserve cost 
b

c .  

m in
( ) [ (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ]

1
b b b b b

y c p x F c r p x F c p x c





     


 

                                        [ (1 ) ( ) (1 ) ( ) ]
1

b b
p x F c p x F c


 


   


                                     (8) 

And because of 
m in m ax

( ) ( )
b a

y c y c , we could get the condition that 
m in m ax

( ) ( )
b a

y c y c is 

                                     


2

2

1
1

(1 ) [ 1]

a

a b b

s
x

A s c r



   

 
 

      

                            (9) 

That means when 
2

x x , enterprises just choose ECP. That illustrated that ECP exists 

easily in the enterprises which have long distance of knowledge, because it is more 

convenient for those enterprises to use ECP. And their knowledge have great heterogeneity, 

the heterogeneous knowledge are helpful to knowledge innovation [15-16]. When
2

1x  , 

enterprises wouldn’t only choose ECP, so the condition that enterprises just only choose TP 

is
2

1x  . Set 

                                                              

2

2

(1 )

1

a

b

b

s
c

r



  

 


   
                                          (10) 

That means only if when 
2b b

c c , might exists the situation that enterprises only choose 

TP. Finally we could get the condition that enterprises should only choose TP is: 
2

x x  and 

2b b
c c . 
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4.4. The Critical Condition that Enterprises Choose Hybrid Pattern 

From the analysis above we can get the critical condition that enterprises only choose TP 

is: 
1

x x , the critical condition that enterprises only choose ECP is: 
2

x x . When 

1 2
x x x  , we could get 

m in m ax
( ) ( )

a b
y c y c  and 

m in m ax
( ) ( )

b a
y c y c , then enterprises 

choose hybrid pattern , as long as we  could prove that 
2 1

x x . Because of 

 
2 1 2 2

(1 ) 2 [ ] 11

(1 ) 2 [ ] (1 ) [ 1]

a b b a

a b b a b b

s c r s
x x

A s c r s c r

    

       

         
   

              

   (11) 

Comparing the numerator and the denominator of (7), it is easily to know
2 1

0x x  , 

which is 
2 1

x x . We can get 
1 2b b

c c  in the same way. 

From above, we can get the enterprises’ selection mechanism in Table 2. 

Table 2.  The Enterprises’ Selection Mechanism 

1
0

b b
c c   

1 2b b b
c c c   

2b b
c c  

1 2
0 1x x    

1 2
0 , 1x x   

1 2
0 , 1x x   

x1

x2

Other 

enterprises

enterprise 

A

di
st
an

ce
 o

f 

kn
ow

le
dg

e

TP

hybrid pattern

ECP  

x2

di
st
an

ce
 o

f 

kn
ow

le
dg

e

ECP

hybrid pattern

enterprise 

A

Other 

enterprises

 
hybrid pattern

enterprise 

A

Other 

enterprises

 

 

Before carrying on the knowledge trading, enterprises should analyze and calculate 
1

x  and 

2
x  according to the specific factors, such as trading risk and the explicitness of knowledge. 

Then combining the distance of knowledge to make decisions according to the result above 

and set the appropriate 
b

c . But in fact, the specific factors’ change would change 
1

x  and 
2

x  

and affect the final result on choosing trading patterns. So it is necessary to research these 

factors’ influence on choosing trading patterns. 

 

4.5. Variable Analysis 

Through the analysis of influence factors, we can get the following result. 

Table 3. Each Factor's Influence on the Selection Mechanism 

   s  r    
a

  
b

  
b

c  A  

1

( )

x

 
                 

2

( )

x
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5. Conclusion 

The paper induces the operation characteristics and influence factors of two patterns and 

construct mathematical model to analyze the trading mechanism. The result shows that when 

agency fee, risk cost of ECP and trading potential increase, the possibility that enterprises 

choose TP increase, too; with the increase of the explicitness of knowledge, searching cost, 

trading incentive, the risk cost of TP and reserve cost of ECP, the possibility that enterprises 

choose ECP gets increased; when the reserve cost of ECP become big enough, that would 

make enterprises be more willing to choose hybrid pattern. 

The predecessors’ researches about knowledge trading model just aimed to one single 

pattern (TP or ECP), they didn’t research the selection mechanism. The paper analyze the 

selection of trading patterns under specific situation by constructing model, so we illustrate 

the selection mechanism better and solve the problem better, at the meanwhile we expand the 

research. The former research mentioned that searching cost would affect the knowledge 

trading of TP, and agency fee and trading risk affect the trading of ECP, there are mostly 

qualitative analysis and few model analyses. Our paper uses quantitative analysis to research 

the factors that could affect the selection of two trading patterns, illustrates the selection 

mechanism more detailed and imitate the operation process of two patterns more realistic. 

Our research provides theoretical reference to the practice of enterprises management. The 

supplier should make sure the distance of knowledge and set the appropriate reserve cost, 

then weigh our the cost and profit and choose the trading pattern; the demander should make 

sure the searching cost, the agency fee of ECP and trading incentive in order to choose the 

trading pattern; the network service providers should construct more perfect trading 

mechanism and credit rating mechanism to decrease the trading risk and agency fee, that 

would be helpful to enlarge the number of enterprises who choose hybrid pattern. 
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